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ShuffleFL: Addressing Heterogeneity in Multi-Device Federated
Learning

RAN ZHU, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
MINGKUN YANG, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands
QING WANG, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Federated Learning (FL) has emerged as a privacy-preserving paradigm for collaborative deep learning model training across
distributed data silos. Despite its importance, FL faces challenges such as high latency and less effective global models. In this
paper, we propose ShuffleFL, an innovative framework stemming from the hierarchical FL, which introduces a user layer
between the FL devices and the FL server. ShuffleFL naturally groups devices based on their affiliations, e.g., belonging to
the same user, to ease the strict privacy restriction–“data at the FL devices cannot be shared with others”, thereby enabling
the exchange of local samples among them. The user layer assumes a multi-faceted role, not just aggregating local updates
but also coordinating data shuffling within affiliated devices. We formulate this data shuffling as an optimization problem,
detailing our objectives to align local data closely with device computing capabilities and to ensure a more balanced data
distribution at the intra-user devices. Through extensive experiments using realistic device profiles and five non-IID datasets,
we demonstrate that ShuffleFL can improve inference accuracy by 2.81% to 7.85% and speed up the convergence by 4.11× to
36.56× when reaching the target accuracy.

CCS Concepts: • Computingmethodologies→Distributed computingmethodologies; •Human-centered computing
→ Ubiquitous and mobile computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the proliferation of mobile devices augmented with advanced sensing capabilities [11, 13], rich data generated
at the edge presents numerous possibilities for carrying out complicated Internet of Things (IoT) applications.
Nonetheless, data silos resulting from the data privacy concern hinder the potential of such valuable data. As a
remedy to this issue, Federated Learning (FL) [21, 41] has emerged as a privacy-preserving Machine Learning
(ML) paradigm that shifts the cloud data centers towards the edge. Specifically, FL enables collaborative training
of ML models among mobile users located in different geographical regions, all while maintaining their own
data stored on the devices. This feature makes FL exploit the device-side computing resources while preserving
the data privacy, offering a wide range of edge intelligence services such as health monitoring [43, 51], typing
assisting [14], and home automation [60].
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FL typically involves a vast number of devices, ranging from hundreds to even millions. A key challenge
of deploying FL in real-world scenarios lies in the significant heterogeneity of these devices [15, 31]. Unbal-
anced communication or hardware capabilities (i.e., system heterogeneity) and non-IID training data (i.e., data
heterogeneity) across devices undermine the performance and efficiency of FL. Substantial efforts have been
devoted to alleviating this issue, including modifying local training objectives [12, 22, 30–33, 57], improving
weights aggregation at the central server [16, 44, 47, 54, 55], clustering devices according to the similarity of their
model parameters [4, 34, 43, 49], adapting the model to devices with varying capabilities [10, 15, 27, 28], and
implementing device selection strategies [8, 9, 17, 26, 29]. However, all these endeavors encounter limitations
imposed by data privacy concerns among devices, resulting in efforts that only scratch the surface when coping
with the issue of heterogeneity. Indeed, numerous devices in the wild display inherent affiliations that can be
grouped by users (which can refer to any entity with the required capability and authorization to engage with
affiliated devices), with some devices originating from the same user. In this context, we naturally introduce
the hierarchical device-user-server structure and partially relax the data privacy constraints by shuffling data
among devices belonging to the same user, thereby addressing the heterogeneity problem. For example, a user
may employ multiple IMU-enabled devices with a body area network during activities such as walking, along
with other local sensor networks like IoT devices in smart homes. These scenarios make it feasible to challenge
the device data cannot be shared constraint within the context of conventional federated learning.
Differences in user habits and device hardware capabilities like data generation ability and computational

resources often lead to a substantial mismatch between the data volume used for local training and the compu-
tational capacity of each device. Smartwatches excel at collecting human activity data but are equipped with
limited computing power, inevitably making them act as stragglers in FL. However, each connection from these
devices plays a pivotal role in model training. The judicious utilization of device resources to augment their
contribution to the global model is crucial. Data shuffling among devices can effectively allocate and utilize
computational capabilities while mitigating data heterogeneity, as consistently corroborated in distributed com-
puting [20, 53, 56, 61]. To this end, achieving resource balance in a heterogeneous device-user-server FL system
will significantly enhance model performance, alleviating the straggler issue and leading to superior accuracy.

To deliver a functioning and practical system, we need to address three key challenges:
Challenge 1:How to design an effective data shuffling method to alleviate device stragglers while balancing the

data distribution among devices? In the device-user, data heterogeneity and system heterogeneity are intricately
intertwined. The orchestration of data exchange among devices, involving which devices receive data, how much
data to receive, and what data to receive, necessitates an elaborate approach.

Challenge 2: How to add global guidance that can alleviate user stragglers to further improve the FL efficiency,
without compromising privacy? In the user-server, time consumed by different users also varies dramatically.
The straggler issue in the user-server and the device-user should be carefully integrated to avoid overfitting in
terms of time reduction in the device-user for front-runner users while underfitting for user stragglers.
Challenge 3: How to ensure the additional time overhead introduced by data shuffling is elastic to various

applications? In our practical testing, users with computing capabilities like a Raspberry Pi require an unbearable
data shuffling time for an 80-class next-character prediction task [5], far exceeding the reduction in device local
training time achieved through data exchange. A lightweight data shuffling scheme that can be applied to different
levels of task complexity to preserve the advantages of data shuffling is crucial.
To tackle the above challenges, in this work, we propose ShuffleFL in device-user-server structured FL, a

data shuffling scheme that enhances the training efficiency. ShuffleFL orchestrates data, communication, and
computation resources across devices to address the inherent issues posed by data imbalance and system latency
in FL. To this end, devices with substantial computational resources receive a larger allocation of data samples,
mitigating the intra-user device stragglers issue and ensuring system efficiency. Selective exchange of data
categories can promote a more balanced data distribution, enhancing data efficiency, and inference accuracy
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(Section 4.2). Besides, we also take into account the diverse capacities of inter-users. By incorporating guidance
from the global view, we adaptively scale the optimization focus between data and system heterogeneity. This
prevents an overemphasis on system latency optimization for front-runner users and ensures sufficient attention
toward reducing system latency for user stragglers, thereby alleviating the user stragglers issue (Section 4.3).
Obtaining such data shuffling results introduces additional time overhead, primarily determined by the number
of data categories involved in tasks. To adapt the ShuffleFL for different complexity levels of tasks, we design an
optimization complexity reduction strategy to mitigate the associated time cost (Section 4.4).

We have evaluated the performance of ShuffleFL with four representative FL tasks (image classification, natural
language processing, speech recognition, and human activity recognition) on five public datasets. We compare
ShuffleFL with six baselines, and the experiments show that ShuffleFL outperforms SOTA in terms of inference
accuracy (up to 7.85% improvement), and time-to-accuracy (up to 36.56× speedup while achieving the target
accuracy). Overall, we make the following key contributions in this paper:

• To the best of our knowledge, ShuffleFL is the first-of-its-type work that proposes to challenge the constraint
of device data cannot be shared in the device-user-server FL framework. This approach mitigates data
and system heterogeneity by harmonizing the data, computation, and communication resources among
devices, taking into account both intra-user (i.e., device-user) and inter-user (i.e., user-server) perspectives.
Importantly, it achieves this without revealing any private information to the server.
• We devise an optimization complexity reduction strategy that clusters data categories with similar features
to alleviate the computational burden introduced by ShuffleFL, thereby enabling ShuffleFL to be elastic to
varying-scale FL scenarios.
• We conduct comprehensive evaluations to assess the performance of ShuffleFL in a dynamic and heteroge-
neous environment. Extensive experimental results consistently demonstrate the superior performance of
ShuffleFL, showcasing advancements in both final inference accuracy and overall training efficiency.

2 BACKGROUND ON FL FRAMEWORKS
Traditional device-server FL frameworks. Traditional FL frameworks are illustrated in Figure 1(left). In these
traditional two-layer device-server FL frameworks, a deep learning model is collaboratively trained by harnessing
computational resources and data instances residing on distributed devices (i.e., clients), without sharing data
between the server and devices, to maintain stringent privacy constraints. Within this device-server architecture,
devices periodically offload locally trained models to the central server where local updates are aggregated for the
global model. However, inherent disparities in computing resources and local data distributions amongst devices
present formidable challenges to FL in obtaining a qualified global model within a confined time scope, especially
with the increasingly involved edge devices. Specifically, the incongruity in computing resources and local data
volume raises some straggler devices in the training process, impeding the global model from achieving a high
time-to-accuracy performance. Devices endowed with superior sensing capacity amass copious data for model
training, yet they may have tight resource budgets to process all the collected data locally. Furthermore, devices
possess non-IID data, reflective of the unique ambient environments in which they are deployed. Consequently,
training in a federation way encounters two inconsistencies: 1) the intra-device inconsistency between computing
resources and sensing capacity, and 2) the inter-device data distribution inconsistency.
Hierarchical device-edge-server FL frameworks. In hierarchical device-edge-server architecture [38], as

illustrated in Figure 1(middle), a two-step aggregation process is employed. Local updates are initially aggregated
at the edge servers at a minimal cost of communication overheads, followed by a cloud-side aggregation on models
uploaded from edge servers with low latency over the backbone network. This hierarchical architecture yields
a notable reduction in communication costs compared to the two-layer FL frameworks. Although hierarchical
frameworks reduce the training latency from the communication perspective, the predominant bottleneck in
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Fig. 1. The illustration/comparison of three FL frameworks: (left) traditional two-layer device-server FL; (middle) hierarchical
device-edge-server FL; (right) our proposed device-‘user’-server ShuffleFL framework, where devices belonging to same user
opportunistically share data and computing resources to improve the overall performance without compromising privacy.

achieving high time-to-accuracy performance remains the local on-device training phase, which consumes a
substantial proportion of the overall time in the FL process. Besides, the degraded model performance due to
the non-IID nature of training data across devices remains unsolved in hierarchical frameworks. Therefore, it is
imperative and necessary to address the aforementioned two inconsistency issues in hierarchical FL frameworks.

3 ShuffleFL OVERVIEW
In the hierarchical device-edge-server FL frameworks, the selection of devices to the proper edge servers is
primarily based on communication bandwidth considerations, with emphasis on geographic location and time
windows. However, they overlook intrinsic relationships between devices, specifically, the affiliation of a group of
devices to an entity. The advantages of such a collective perspective compared to individual devices are twofold:
1) the overall data instances of devices in a group present a relatively balanced distribution, and 2) the overall
computational resources are capable of completing the training task within a confined time interval.

Motivated by these facts, we propose an approach in the context of hierarchical FL frameworks. By the possibility
of relaxing the rigorous privacy issues among the devices belonging to the same user or entity, we shuffle the data
of devices within each user to balance the local data distribution, as well as the alignment to their computational
resources. The hierarchical framework of our proposed ShuffleFL is shown in Figure 1(right). ShuffleFL trains the
task-specific model in a federation manner using computing resources and data residing on the edge devices.
ShuffleFL’s hierarchical structure is composed of three layers, with models being locally trained on the device
layer, aggregated in the user layer, and followed by a final model aggregation in the server layer for the global
model. More specifically, we define the main components in the framework of ShuffleFL as follows:
• Server: The cloud server refers to the service provider, as well as the coordinator of the federated training
task. The cloud server engages in direct communication with users, while all devices are transparent from
the perspective of the cloud server.
• User. The broad-term user pertains to an entity with the capability and authorization to interact with
affiliated devices and supports executing non-computationally intensive algorithms. For instance, in the
context of a smart home, the user can be instantiated as the gateway, akin to the router, which exchanges
data between connected devices, and can also serve as the platform for delivering IoT services.
• Devices. Each device is endowed with computing power parameterized by the inference time and commu-
nication capacity to its user parameterized. Devices are inherently partitioned according to their owners
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(a.k.a, users). The devices can share data with each other to have a better system performance. Note that in
this work, we assume that following data transmission, each device discards the transmitted data to prevent
any additional burden on user storage. This assumption aligns with practical considerations. In scenarios
involving multiple mobile devices owned by a user participating in an image recognition task, the repetitive
copying of the same image across various devices is often considered impractical and unacceptable.

The unique feature of our ShuffleFL is data shuffling, which distinguishes it from other FL frameworks, such
as the traditional FL or the hierarchical FL illustrated in Figure 1. The data shuffling in ShuffleFL has two primary
goals: 1) the reallocation of the training task aligns with the computational capabilities of each device. Devices
with substantial computational resources are assigned a greater number of samples, reducing the total wall-clock
time required for training progress with high system efficiency; and 2) balancing the local data residing in devices,
thereby improving the training accuracy and overall data efficiency. In this way, ShuffleFL could improve the
time-to-accuracy performance of the FL system significantly.
Relaxation of privacy constraints. The proposed relaxation of privacy constraints is reasonable and

implementable in specific scenarios, such as smart homes, smart farming, smart factories, and other similar
environments, where deployed sensors generate data about target objects. For instance, smart home kits, typically
including certain kinds of sensors, and wearable devices (e.g., smartwatch, smartphone, earphones, etc.) monitor
the user’s daily activities. The data exchange among devices belonging to a user does not compromise privacy
in such contexts. In this way, breaking redundant privacy constraints and permitting devices within a defined
range to exchange local samples, yields tangible benefits in terms of system efficiency (i.e., training latency)
and data efficiency (i.e., model performance). Specifically, sample reallocation raises the consistency of training
data volumes and computational capacities across devices, resulting in a significant reduction in aggregation
latency for a global model in each communication round. Furthermore, data distribution of devices in the same
group achieves equilibrium post-shuffling, mitigating biases stemming from inherent device properties such as
deployment environments, and working status. This balanced distribution facilitates the aggregated model’s
ascent to high accuracy.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we detail the design of ShuffleFL, placing a focal point on the key role of data shuffling. Section 4.1
presents the system model and the objective for data shuffling, employing transition matrices, and specifies
the challenges of deriving the optimal data shuffling. The optimal transition matrix is approached from two
sides, concentrating not only on devices within a user (Section 4.2, intra-user data shuffling analysis) but also
from a broader user-level perspective (Section 4.3, inter-user optimization). Additionally, Section 4.4 introduces a
dimensionality reduction strategy, aimed at mitigating the practical implementation challenge of ShuffleFL in
complex tasks with a multitude of possible classes. We conclude the overall training pipeline in Section 4.5.

4.1 System Model
We consider an FL system with a Server denoted as 𝑆 , a set of UsersU, and a number of DevicesV . For each
device 𝑣 ∈ V , we model its computing capability using the inference time 𝑝𝑣 (in s/frame), and its communication
capacity –to the user it belongs to– with the uplink data rate 𝑏𝑣↑ and the downlink data rate 𝑏𝑣↓ (both in b/s). We
denote the local data distributionD𝑣 residing at the device 𝑣 as a vector D𝑣 = [𝑑1,𝑣, · · · , 𝑑𝑐,𝑣] ∈ R𝑐 , where 𝑐 is the
number of classes of the dataset for a specific classification task. For example, in FEMNIST [5] where the collection
of images is commonly used to train deep learning models for computer vision, 𝑐 = 62. Besides, we assume each
device can only belong to a single user, that isV𝑖 ∩V 𝑗 = ∅,∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ U, and we assumeV = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ V |U | .
Intra-user data shuffling matrix. Shuffling the data among the devices of a user is key in our proposed

ShuffleFL to improve the system performance in terms of inference accuracy as well as time-to-accuracy. In
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the 𝑛-th communication round, affiliated devicesV𝑢 of user 𝑢 ∈ U𝑛 exchange local data according to the their
respective transition matrix T𝑣

𝑛 ∈ R𝑐×|V𝑢 | for 𝑣 ∈ V𝑢 . In such a matrix, the entry T𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ Z+0 in the 𝑖-th row and
𝑗-th column represents the number of 𝑖-class samples to be transferred to device 𝑗 . Following the transition
matrices, devices send the transferred samples to the user, and the user relays to the target devices in parallel.
The original local data D𝑣

𝑛 (in distribution D𝑣
𝑛) undergoes transformation to D̂𝑣

𝑛 (in distribution D̂𝑣
𝑛) after data

shuffling. The transformation of local data distribution after data shuffling can be formulated as

D̂𝑣
𝑛
⊤ =

∑︁
𝑣′∈V𝑢

T𝑣′

𝑛 (:𝑣) . (1)

The transition matrix of device 𝑣 satisfies
∑ |V𝑢 |

𝑗
T𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝑑𝑖,𝑣,∀𝑖 ∈ {1, · · · , 𝑐}, indicating that the 𝑖-class samples

hold by device 𝑣 should be either transferred to other devices or remain locally (i.e., T𝑖,𝑣). This is due to the
stringent storage budget of mobile devices, which necessitates deleting samples after they are transferred to
other devices. In this way, the overall samples across devices remain unchanged:

⋃
𝑣∈V D𝑣

𝑛−1 =
⋃

𝑣∈V D𝑣
𝑛 , and

nonoverlapping D𝑖
𝑛 ∩ D

𝑗
𝑛 = ∅, ∀𝑛, 𝑖, 𝑗 .

Objective: To optimize the intra-user data shuffling in order to improve the system efficiency, we rely on two
key aspects: Data Imbalance (DI) and System Latency (SL). The intuitive optimization objective is to minimize the
maximum values of both 𝐷𝐼 and 𝑆𝐿 among the devices of a user:

min
T𝑢𝑛

{
max{𝑆𝐿𝑣𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢 + 𝛼 max{𝐷𝐼 𝑣𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢

}
, (2)

where 𝛼 scales the 𝐷𝐼 term, ensuring it carries the same importance in the objective as 𝑆𝐿. This is necessary
because 𝐷𝐼 and 𝑆𝐿 differ significantly in magnitude. Optimizing T𝑢

𝑛 according to Equation (2) could improve both
wall-clock training time and global model performance compared to training without the proposed intra-user
data shuffling, as we will show later in Section 6. However, obtaining the optimal transition matrix presents
non-trivial challenges in three folds:
• Coupled intra-user DI and SL.Achieving balanced local data (low𝐷𝐼 ) typically entails the communication
cost of transferring samples across devices, which increases the system latency (high 𝑆𝐿), rendering an
underlying trade-off between two tightly coupled terms. This necessitates the careful consideration of
gains from data balancing and the overhead it introduces. We will analyze this in Section 4.2.
• Inter-user disparity. Improving the time-to-accuracy of the global model is not straightforward, even
when each user can coordinate their devices to shuffle the local data samples properly. The potential
disparities in the average device capabilities among users cannot be disregarded, as the time required to
obtain the global model, in each communication round, depends on the latency of the last user to offload
its local aggregated model to the server. We will present our method to tackle this problem in Section 4.3.
• Computing complexity. The dimensions of the transition matrices increase with the number of classes
in the classification task, leading to an exponential rise in computational complexity when optimizing the
transition matrices T. Considering the limited computational capability on the user side, we must simplify
the problem complexity of identifying the best transition matrices, particularly when the classification task
has a large possible classes. This will be tackled in Section 4.4.

4.2 Preliminary Analysis of Intra-User Data Shuffling
In the 𝑛-th communication round, a user 𝑢 ∈ U𝑛 guides the data shuffling among its devicesV𝑢 through a set
of transition matrices T𝑢

𝑛 = {T𝑣
𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢 . This guidance is based on the 4-tuple {D𝑣

𝑛, 𝑏
𝑣
↓, 𝑏

𝑣
↑, 𝑝

𝑣}𝑣∈V𝑢 , covering the
factors of local data distribution, communication bandwidth, and computing capability of devices. Establishing a
clear relationship between the action of exchanging local samples and the goal of improving data and system
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efficiency is crucial for a quantitative evaluation of the intra-user data shuffling, thereby helping to find the
optimal T𝑢

𝑛 . Here, we detail how we formulate the intra-user data imbalance and system latency.
Data Imbalance (DI). Given the total number of local samples, devices with higher data efficiency in model

training are those having a more balanced local data distribution. In line with this idea, we define a reference
distribution as D̃𝑣

𝑛 = [⌊ | D̂
𝑣
𝑛 |
𝑐
⌋, · · · , ⌊ | D̂

𝑣
𝑛 |
𝑐
⌋] ∈ R𝑐 . We choose a balanced data distribution as a reference mainly

because all the task-related classes matter to the model performance. Besides, since the data distribution in the
real world is agnostic, an unbiased model could mitigate the fairness issues upon deployment in reality, which
performs fairly across different classes. We use the Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence between the shuffled data
distribution and the reference distribution to measure the data imbalance as follows:

𝐷𝐼 𝑣𝑛 = 𝐽𝑆

(
D̂𝑣
𝑛 ∥D̃𝑣

𝑛

)
=

1
2
𝐾𝐿

(
D̂𝑣
𝑛 ∥D̄𝑣

𝑛

)
+ 1

2
𝐾𝐿

(
D̃𝑣
𝑛 ∥D̄𝑣

𝑛

)
, (3)

where 𝐾𝐿(·) is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence of two vectors and the mixture distribution D̄𝑣
𝑛 =

D̂𝑣
𝑛+D̃𝑣

𝑛

2 .
Devices have higher data efficiency when local distribution tends to be less diverse from the balanced reference
distribution.
System Latency (SL).We quantify the system efficiency of a device by considering the wall-clock time of

training latency, which comprises the time consumed in communication, denoted as 𝑡 𝑣comm, for intra-user data
shuffling, and on-device computation, denoted as 𝑡 𝑣comp. We have the system latency expressed below:

𝑆𝐿𝑣𝑛 = 𝑡 𝑣,𝑛comm + 𝑡 𝑣,𝑛comp . (4)

For a device 𝑣 , sample exchange with other devices involves two steps: uploading transferred samples to the target
device and downloading samples from other devices. Each step requires establishing a communication channel,
relayed by the user (e.g., a gateway), connecting device 𝑣 with the target device. Thus, the communication cost is

𝑡
𝑣,𝑛
comm =

∑𝑐
𝑖=1

∑
𝑣′∈V𝑢

𝑣′≠𝑣

[
𝐼
(
T𝑣
𝑛 (𝑖,𝑣′ )

)
×
(

1
𝑏𝑣↑
+ 1
𝑏𝑣
′
↓

)
︸                         ︷︷                         ︸ + 𝐼

(
T𝑣′
𝑛 (𝑖,𝑣)

)
×
(

1
𝑏𝑣↓
+ 1
𝑏𝑣
′
↑

)
︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

]
,

Transmitting Receiving

(5)

where 𝐼 (·) calculates the size of samples in bits. It is worth noting that we omit the time related to the device
reporting updated models to the user (i.e., local offloading) in the calculation of 𝑡 𝑣comm, as this time component
cannot be reduced by data shuffling with matrix T𝑣

𝑛 .
The time consumption of on-device computation on the shuffled local data is

𝑡 𝑣,𝑛comp = 𝐸 × (𝐵 × ⌊
|D̂𝑣

𝑛 |
𝐵
⌋) × (3 × 𝑝𝑣), (6)

where 𝐸 ∈ Z+ denotes the local training epochs of devices, 𝐵 is the batch size, and ⌊ | D̂
𝑣
𝑛 |
𝐵
⌋ is the number of

iterations. The factor 3× is introduced based on the assumption that the backward pass is estimated to be 2 times
the forward pass (i.e., the model inference) [1, 25].
So far, we have established the quantitative effects of data shuffling on a single device in both data and

system efficiency by introducing the concepts of data imbalance and system latency. The problem in ShuffleFL
is formulated as, for user 𝑢 ∈ U𝑛 , how to obtain optimal transition matrices T 𝑣

𝑛 , making devices V𝑢 having
low data imbalance and system latency after the data shuffling, thereby ShuffleFL takes less wall-clock time
consumption while achieving a better global model performance.

Mitigating the time variance of the deviceswithin a user.Weutilize Sequential Least Squares Programming
(SLSQP) [24] to solve the formulated nonlinear optimization function (i.e., Equation (2)). We present a toy example
in Figure 3, tracking two users, each including four devices, to showcase how different optimization objectives in
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13.38 h
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Wall-clock Time Accuracy

Fig. 2. Data shuffling in ShuffleFL following T , obtained by optimizing different objectives. The first row represents the
conventional server-device FL frameworks without data shuffling between devices, which suffers from high training latency,
as well as imbalanced local data distribution among devices. From the second row to the bottom, devices within a user
exchange local samples, but the transition matrices T𝑢

𝑛 differ in the optimization objective. Compared to the original objective
(II; Section 4.2), variance in training time between devices is reduced by introducing an additional standard deviation term
into the objective (III; Section 4.2). At the same time, ShuffleFL also applies the adaptive scaling factor in the objective (IV;
Section 4.3) for each user, considering the disparity of average device capabilities exists among participating users. In this way,
users in ShuffleFL optimize the objective in the bottom row to obtain the transition matrices, resulting in lower wall-clock
time and higher global model accuracy in given communication rounds.

Figure 2 influence data shuffling. The benefits of data shuffling, following matrices T in Equation (2) (Figure 3 II),
are evident compared to the performance of devices without data shuffling (Figure 3 I), reflected in significant
relief in training latency and local data imbalance. Yet, the time consumption varies a lot across devices within
a user. To mitigate this variance, an additional term is introduced into the objective (Figure 2 III), resulting in
further reductions in wall-clock time, as depicted in Figure 3 III. This improvement stems from a more balanced
time distribution among devices. However, this enhancement entails a slight decrease in model accuracy. This
occurs because data shuffling by T tends to optimize the 𝑆𝐿-related terms more than the 𝐷𝐼 term, causing a less
balanced local data distribution compared to the previous objective (Equation (2)).

4.3 Inter-User Optimization
A gap persists between achieving intra-user optimal data shuffling and the overarching goal of attaining high
time-to-accuracy performance for the global model, primarily attributed to the presence of user stragglers. We
observe that the average device time consumption varies a lot between users due to the dynamic device capabilities
(including communication bandwidth, computing power, and local sample volume). As a result, applying the
same trade-off strategy between 𝐷𝐼 and 𝑆𝐿, controlled by coefficient 𝛼 , to all users is ill-suited. Therefore, we
upgrade the optimization objective by personalizing the scaling factor 𝛼𝑢 for individual users (Figure 2 IV). At
the beginning of each communication round 𝑛, the server sends all participating usersU𝑛 adaptive 𝛼𝑢 to guide
the importance of 𝐷𝐼 and 𝑆𝐿 terms they should focus on during the optimization. In this way, the optimization
objective, ∀𝑢 ∈ U𝑛 , becomes

T𝑢
𝑛
∗
=T𝑢𝑛

{
max{𝑆𝐿𝑣𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢 + std{𝑆𝐿𝑣𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢 + 𝛼𝑢 max{𝐷𝐼 𝑣𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢

}
. (7)

To obtain the suitable factor {𝛼𝑢}𝑢∈U𝑛
without violating the privacy constraints, the server retrieves the history

wall-clock training time of users in current communication round, denoted as H𝑛 = [ℎ1, · · · , ℎ |U𝑛 | ] ∈ R |U𝑛 | . Each
element ℎ𝑢 represents the time interval from when user 𝑢 downloaded the global model from the server to the
time it offloaded the locally aggregated model to the server during its last participation in the FL task. However,
the performance of the last participant may be stale for predicting user performance in the current round, as
the computing power and communication bandwidth of devices may have changed during this duration. To
cope with this, users are also required to report the difference in average device capabilities between the last
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Fig. 3. The time consumption and average JS divergence of devices belonging to two users in a communication round of FL. I,
II, III, and IV denote the different optimization objectives in Figure 2, respectively. Distinct patterns of bars represent the
different devices in the corresponding user.

participating stratus and the current status, that is,

𝛽𝑢 = 𝜅𝑛 ×
𝑝𝑢
𝑛′

𝑝𝑢𝑛
+ (1 − 𝜅𝑛) ×

𝑏𝑢𝑛

𝑏𝑢
𝑛′
, (8)

where𝑛′ denotes the last communication round inwhich user𝑢 participated. The average computation and commu-
nication capabilities across devices within user 𝑢 are denoted by 𝑝𝑢 = 1

|V𝑢 |
∑

𝑣∈V𝑢 𝑝𝑣 and 𝑏𝑢 = 1
|V𝑢 |

∑
𝑣∈V𝑢

𝑏𝑣↑+𝑏
𝑣
↓

2 .
From Equations (4), (5), and (6), the time latency 𝑡 ∝ 𝑝 and 𝑡 ∝ 1

𝑏
with distinct coefficients. The coefficients 𝜅 and

1 − 𝜅 scale the impact of computation and communication capabilities on time latency, depending on the training
and transferred samples respectively, which can be approximated to

𝜅𝑢 =
3 ×∑𝑣∈V𝑢 |D𝑣

𝑛 |
3 ×∑𝑣∈V𝑢 |D𝑣

𝑛 |+
∑𝑐

𝑖=1
∑

𝑣∈V𝑢

∑
𝑣′∈V𝑢

𝑣′≠𝑣
T𝑣
𝑛′ (𝑖,𝑣′ )

. (9)

The estimated performance of users in the current round is denoted as H̃𝑛 = [ℎ̃1, · · · , ℎ̃ |U𝑛 | ] ∈ R |U𝑛 | , where
ℎ̃𝑢 = 𝛽𝑢ℎ𝑢 . Leveraging H̃𝑛 , the server executes user-specific balancing through an adaptive scaling factor

𝛼𝑢 =
H̄𝑛

ℎ̃𝑢
× 𝛼, (10)
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(a) 62 classes/62 groups (𝛾 = 1)
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(b) 62 classes/15 groups (𝛾 = 0.25)
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(c) 62 classes/6 groups (𝛾 = 0.1)

Fig. 4. The t-SNE embedding of FEMNIST data instances encompassing 62 classes: (a) each colored cluster represents the
latent features of data in the same class mapped to a 2-dimensional space; (b) and (c) apply the dimension reduction on
transition matrix T at different shrinkage ratio 𝛾 , merging the adjacent clusters into ⌊62𝛾⌋ groups (each represented by a
unique color). In practice, devices within a user shuffle the local data by groups, which brings the benefit of reducing the
computational complexity when optimizing T.

where H̄𝑛 = 1
|U𝑛 | ×

∑
𝑢′∈U𝑛

ℎ̃𝑢′ is the average time latency across users in current round, and 𝛼 is a constant
scaling factor. Users with lower training latency ℎ̃𝑢 are assigned larger scaling factors 𝛼𝑢 , signifying a greater
emphasis on the 𝐷𝐼 term in the optimization objective.

By substituting Equation (10) into Equation (7), we can upgrade the final optimization objective to incorporate
both intra-user and inter-user perspectives. As shown in Figure 3a, 3c III, discernible disparities exist in the time
consumption between two users. Specifically, user 1 acts as the front-runner, while user 2 exhibits characteristics
akin to a straggler. Following the incorporation of global inter-user guidance to calibrate optimization emphasis
between 𝐷𝐼 and 𝑆𝐿 terms, user 1 prominently directs efforts toward optimizing data imbalances (Figure 3b IV),
while user 2 allocates considerable attention to mitigate the system latency (Figure 3c IV).

4.4 Reducing the Optimization Complexity
However, the computational complexity of solving the optimization problem increases along with the dimensions of
the variable T where each element T is shaped by the number of classes 𝑐 in the task. In certain classification
tasks, such as image classification and speech recognition, the value of 𝑐 may be notably large. For example, the
FEMNIST dataset comprises 62 classes, including 26 lowercase letters, 26 uppercase letters, and 10 digits. In such
cases, the computational time required for optimizing T for each user in each communication round becomes
impractical and resource-intensive. We will present how to solve this problem in the next subsection.

To reduce the complexity of finding the optimal transition matrix for the inter-user data shuffling, we further
design in ShuffleFL a dimension reduction strategy parameterized by shrinkage ratio 𝛾 to alleviate the computa-
tional burden on users with varying computational resources. To achieve this, we employ t-SNE [52] to embed
the hidden features of the data instance in each class into a 2-dimensional space as shown in Figure 4 (a). The
rationale behind the dimension reduction is that we can class-wise merge adjacent clusters into the same group
because the distance between each cluster indicates the similarity of classes. We then use 𝑘-mean to aggregate
the original cluster from 𝑐 to 𝑘 = ⌊𝑐𝛾⌋ groups, as shown in Figure 4 (b) and (c). The reduction ratio can be
adjusted with the varying computing power of users. In this way, the shape of the transition matrix𝑇 𝑣

𝑛 ∈ R𝑐×|V
𝑛 |

is squeezed to 𝑇 𝑣
𝑛 ∈ R⌊𝑐𝛾 ⌋× |V

𝑛 | . When performing the data shuffling, devices exchange samples by randomly
selecting data instances in the same group.
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Fig. 5. ShuffleFL hierarchical architecture and training pipeline: it first bootstraps the learning process by exchanging the
local samples among devices owned by the same user. This step aims to balance the training time and local data distribution,
considering the varying computing power and the non-IID nature of local data across these devices; each device then executes
local SGD on the shuffled data for updating the local models, periodically offloading the local model weight parameters
to its respective user for local aggregation. The cloud server takes a further aggregation to generate a global model, which
serves as the initialization for the local models of devices in the next communication round.

However, the utilization of class-wise merging inherently introduces bias when evaluating the balance level of
device data, inevitably influencing the model performance. To analyze the trade-off between the optimization
time cost and model performance, we conduct a case study to investigate the impact of optimization complexity
reduction, as detailed in Section 6.3. The detailed optimization time, whether using optimization complexity
reduction or not, is provided in Appendix A.3.

4.5 Final Training Pipeline of ShuffleFL
Now we introduce the final training pipeline of ShuffleFL. The detailed system architecture of our ShuffleFL is
shown in Figure 5. In round 𝑛, the cloud server randomly selects a subset of active usersU𝑛 ⊆ U as in traditional
FL frameworks. Then, the participating users first coordinate the data shuffling amongst devices in the same
group (Figure 5 a ). After the data shuffling, users assign the current global model (downloaded from the cloud
server) to the afflicted devices. Devices perform local stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to update the local model
𝑓𝑤𝑣 with learnable parameters𝑤 𝑣 in parallel (Figure 5 b ):

L(𝑓𝑤𝑣
𝜏
, 𝜉𝑣𝜏 ) =

1
|𝜉𝑣𝜏 |

∑︁
𝑥∈𝜉𝑣𝜏

l(𝑓𝑤𝑣
𝜏
;𝑥), (11)

�̂� 𝑣
𝜏+1 = 𝑤

𝑣
𝜏 − 𝜂𝜏∇L(𝑓𝑤𝑣

𝜏
, 𝜉𝑣𝜏 ), (12)

where 𝜏 indexes the local SGD iteration on the objective L(·) regarding the loss function 𝑙 (·) (e.g., cross-entropy
loss). 𝜉𝑣𝜏 is a batch of samples randomly selected from local data D𝑣 at iteration 𝜏 . We obtain the updated local
model weights �̂� 𝑣

𝜏+1 after one-step gradient descent with the learning rate 𝜂𝜏 . Devices update the local model
iteratively, obtaining the updated local model �̂� 𝑣

𝐸
after 𝐸 ∈ Z+ local epochs, where each epoch comprises several

steps of local SGD.
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Algorithm 1 ShuffleFL.
1: Require: Sever 𝑆 ; UsersU; DevicesV; Device computing power 𝑝𝑣 , uplink bandwidth 𝑏𝑣↑, downlink band-

width 𝑏𝑣↓, local data D in the distribution D𝑣 , ∀𝑣 ∈ V; shrinkage ratios Γ.
2: for each round 𝑛 = 1, · · · , 𝑁 do
3: U𝑛 ← randomly select participating users fromU
4: {𝜅𝑢}𝑢∈U𝑛

← users report the staleness factor to server 𝑆 following Equation (9)
5: {𝛼𝑢}𝑢∈U𝑛

← server 𝑆 assigns scaling factor to users following Equation (10) ⊲ Adaptive Scaling Factor
6: for 𝑢 ∈ U𝑛 in parallel do
7: 𝛾𝑢 ← select shrinkage ratio from Γ
8: T𝑢

𝑛 ∈ R⌊𝑐𝛾𝑢 ⌋× |V
𝑛 | ← initialize transition matrices ⊲ Dimension Reduction

9: T𝑢
𝑛
∗ ← user obtain transition matrices by optimizing Equation (7)

10: {D̂𝑣
𝑛}𝑣∈V𝑢 ← devices exchange data ⊲ Data Shuffling

11: for 𝑣 ∈ V𝑢 in parallel do
12: for each epoch 𝑒 = 1, · · · , 𝐸 do ⊲ Local Training
13: �̂� 𝑣

𝑒 ← local SGD following Equation (12)
14: end for
15: end for
16: �̄�𝑢

𝑛 ←
∑

𝑣∈V𝑢 𝑠𝑣�̂� 𝑣
𝐸

⊲ Local Aggregation
17: end for
18: �̄�𝑛 ←

∑
𝑢∈U𝑛

𝑠𝑢�̄�𝑢
𝑛 ⊲ Global Aggregation

19: end for

The device-user and user-server apply the same model aggregation mechanism (e.g., FedAvg). More specifically,
user 𝑢 ∈ U𝑛 aggregates the updated models from devices (Figure 5 c and d ) and the central server periodically
receives the aggregated model weight parameters from the participating usersU𝑛 and takes a further aggregation
for a global model (Figure 5 e and f ). At the end of each communication round, the server generates the new
global model �̄�𝑛 :

�̄�𝑢
𝑛 =

∑︁
𝑣∈V𝑢

𝑠𝑣�̂� 𝑣
𝐸, (13)

�̄�𝑛 =
∑︁

𝑢∈U𝑛

𝑠𝑢�̄�𝑢
𝑛 , (14)

where 𝑠𝑣 and 𝑠𝑢 are the weight of the model update during local aggregation and global aggregation, respectively,
satisfying

∑
𝑣∈V𝑢 𝑠𝑣 =

∑
𝑢∈U𝑛 𝑠𝑢 = 1.

Algorithm 1 describes the entire process of ShuffleFL. In each communication round, the server receives the
staleness factor from all participating users, which indicates the changes in the average capabilities of devices
between the last joined round and the current round (row 4). The cloud server, considering the reported staleness
combined with the retrieval history wall-click time of users, provides each user with a suitable scaling factor to
have a trade-off between data distribution and training efficiency during optimization, thereby balancing the
user-wise training latency from a global view (row 5). Stepping into procedures for users, each user first decides
the reduction ratio for the dimensions of the transition matrix, matching the user’s computing power. Devices
under the user first shuffle the local samples following the optimal transition matrices (rows 7-10), and then go
through multiple iterations to update the model on the shuffled local dataset in parallel (rows 11-16). The updated
model weight parameters are aggregated layer by layer in a synchronous way, and we obtain the global model on
the cloud server (row 18).
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Table 1. A summary of the datasets used in our experiments.

Dataset Modality Task #Classes #Devices #Users #Samples

#1 FEMNIST [5] Image Image Classification 62 300 100 34483
#2 Shakespeare [41] Text Next Character Prediction 80 500 100 311339
#3 Google Speech [58] Audio Key Word Sensing 35 1000 250 32038

#4 HARBox [43] IMU Human Activity Recognition 5 400 121 34115
#4 RealWorld [50] IMU Human Activity Recognition 8 252 45 215038

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Tasks, Datasets, and Models
We consider four IoT applications with different scales to evaluate the performance and generality of our proposed
ShuffleFL across different tasks, datasets, and ML models.
• Application #1: Image classification.With the increasing computation capabilities on devices, image
classification has become a typical task on mobile devices. FEMNIST [5] is a handwritten character
recognition dataset grouped by writers. Hence, we can naturally distribute one writer’s image to a user. In
this application, we sample 100 writers and each user corresponds to a character writer. Here, we utilize
a lightweight ConvNet [6, 36, 40, 46] consisting of two convolutional layers following with two fully
connected layers as the task-specific model.
• Application #2: Natural language processing. Shakespeare [41] dataset is a next-character prediction
task, commonly applied in mobile devices, e.g., text auto-completion in the virtual keyboard. Shakespeare
dataset is built from The Complete Works of William Shakespeare by each speaking role’s dialogues in each
play. We sample dialogues from 100 speaking roles for the model training. An RNN constructed by an 8-D
encoder, including two LSTM layers and one fully connected layer, is deployed in the FL processing.
• Application #3: Speech recognition.We use the Google Speech dataset [58], an audio dataset for spotting
command keywords in IoT applications. The dataset contains extensive utterances of 1-second duration
each, corresponding to 35 command keywords (e.g., numbers from zero to nine, up, down, stop, go, etc.). We
sample audio data from 250 speakers for training. Then, we also evaluate the dataset with a lightweight
model [63, 64] for a 35-class keyword spotting task.
• Application #4: Human activity recognition. Human Activity Recognition (HAR) offers appealing
features for smart service using the data collected from various onboard sensors. This application is
developed to provide various activity predictions for users based on data generated from their multiple
devices. In this work, we use the HARBox [43] dataset for human activity recognition. HARBox collects
9-axis IMU data from 121 individuals, to distinguish daily activities: walking, hopping, phone calls, waving,
and typing. A sliding window of 2 seconds at 50 Hz is used to deliver a 900-dimension feature for all 34115
data samples [29, 43]. We use data from 100 users for training, with the remaining 21 user data used for
testing. Besides, we also validate ShuffleFL in a real-world dataset. RealWorld [50] includes data from 15
participants performing 8 activities: jumping, lying, standing, sitting, running, walking, climbing down,
and climbing up. 7 IMU-enabled devices, strategically placed on the user’s body—comprising the head,
chest, upper arm, waist, forearm, thigh, and shin—simultaneously capture accelerometer and gyroscope
data at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. We partition the data of 15 users into 45 users. Among them, 36 users
are allocated for training, and 9 users are designated for testing. Detailed data processing procedures and
rationale can be found in Appendix A.2. Considering the simplicity of the dataset and task, we employ a
shallow CNN [28, 29, 43] model to recognize human activities.
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(d) Diverse communication

Fig. 6. Distribution of the heterogeneous data and system capacities across the devices.

The detailed information of these datasets is summarized in Table 1. We divide each dataset mentioned above
into two parts: server-side test data for evaluating the global model performance and user-side data for local
training. Regarding the training data, despite some datasets (i.e., FEMNIST, Shakespeare, and Google Speech)
having a larger number of participants, we sample 100-250 individuals with sufficient data as users. Detailed
justifications can be found in Section 8. For the RealWorld dataset, each user possesses 7 devices, corresponding
to the placement of 7 devices on the user’s body. To simulate the multi-device setting for users in all datasets, we
further partition and assign the user data across 3-6 devices as device local data for various applications, except
for the image classification and human activity recognition tasks, we use 2-5 devices for the user data partition.

5.2 Heterogeneity
Data heterogeneity. We employ Dirichlet distribution [16, 30, 64] parameterized by a vector 𝑞 ∈ R𝑐 , where
𝑞 ∽ 𝐷𝑖𝑟 (𝜇𝑞) to partition user data across client devices. Specifically, users first select the number of devices to
partition within a specified range (as mentioned above), and then the user data can be distributed to these data
following a Dirichlet distribution. For the inherent multi-device RealWorld dataset, we directly utilize its device
data as local data. Detailed processing can be found in Appendix A.2. A smaller concentration parameter 𝜇 leads
to a more diverse distribution from the prior class distribution 𝑞. We profile the non-IID data across devices after
tightly coupled with inherent non-IID from the user level. In each dataset, we see a high statistical deviation
across devices not only in the number of samples (Figure 6a) but also in the data distribution (Figure 6b). Note
that a smaller JS divergence indicates a greater imbalance in the data distribution. In this paper, we set 𝜇=0.5.

System heterogeneity. To approach the real-world heterogeneous system in emulation, we acquire the local
computation time of deep learning models across hundreds of device types from AI benchmark [19]. Figure 6c
illustrates the distribution of computation efficiency across devices. The slowest device would take around 13×
computational time than the fastest for the same task. For real mobility traces, we use Tracer dataset [17], which
captures the daily smartphone resource conditions of 100 participants over 6 weeks. In this work, we assign the
value from the AI benchmark as base computation time to devices to emulate real computing capacities [25, 26, 29].
Then we use the normalized computing capabilities of the Tracer as coefficients to achieve a real mobility pattern.

Settings of the communication links.MobiPerf [18] is a public dataset for measuring network performance
on mobile devices, which collects the available cloud-to-edge network throughput of over 100k worldwide mobile
clients. As shown in Figure 6d, the best communication channel can be 200× better than the worst one. To
approach the dynamic communication ability of devices, we design a coefficient 𝜔 as follows, with 𝑥 ∼ 𝑁 (1, 0.2):

𝜔 =


1, 𝑥 ≤ 0
𝑥, 1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 2
2, 𝑥 ≥ 2

. (15)
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Table 2. Embedded processor profiles with average optimization time (in seconds) per user across five datasets.

User Type #1 FEMNIST #2 Shakespeare #3 Google Speech #4 HARBox #4 RealWorldw/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o

Raspberry Pi 4 (Model B) 28.69 4197.60 25.16 3173.12 24.01 556.57 9.89 25.26

Jetson Nano Mode 1 32.17 6609.90 28.35 4466.70 28.91 1308.85 15.67 41.51
Mode 2 47.78 13817.93 49.05 11409.10 39.30 2035.22 24.49 53.60

Jetson TX2 Mode 1 27.65 5955.94 29.79 4178.05 23.75 1215.29 11.76 30.05
Mode 2 44.00 9457.70 44.59 5981.51 34.90 1559.64 19.11 49.47

Jetson Xavier NX Mode 1 19.77 3596.98 25.46 2715.40 18.26 246.11 8.57 16.20
Mode 2 24.73 4683.95 31.29 3315.14 26.75 723.53 10.51 35.54

To this end, we randomly allocate the communication rates for devices based on the MobiPerf dataset and then
apply the small disturbance (i.e., 𝜔) to emulate dynamic real-world connectivity for each communication round.

Computing capability at the user.To quantify the computing capability of users, wemeasure the optimization
time –spent on calculating the suitable data transfer matrix across users– on 4 embedded devices with 7 different
profiles for each dataset ( see Table 2). These 7 processors in our experiments simulate various users, aiming
to approach real-world scenarios. Given the simplicity of HARBox and RealWorld datasets, characterized by
basic 5-class and 8-class classification tasks, we only provide optimization time results without optimization
complexity reduction. In our experiments, users employ varying numbers of devices, and we report the average
time consumption per user without loss of generality. Note that when evaluating the time overhead of ShuffleFL,
we use the exact optimization time of each user, rather than the average time consumption. Realistic device profiles
also demonstrate that implementing category dimension reduction for high-category tasks significantly reduces
the time spent optimizing user heterogeneity. To balance optimization times across diverse user computational
capacities and ensure the efficacy of FL, we adopt varying shrinkage ratios 𝛾 for different device profiles. More
details can be found in Appendix A.3.

5.3 Baselines
To comprehensively evaluate the ShuffleFL performance, we compare ShuffleFL with six baselines. Among them,
baselines (2)-(4) concentrate on developing diverse device selection policies to counter statistical and system
heterogeneity and bring a large speedup in time-to-accuracy performance for FL. Baselines (5)-(6) adopt the
hierarchical framework similar to the proposed method in this paper to improve the overall performance of FL.

(1) FedAvg [41]: a classic FL method with applications in commercial products [3]. Devices conduct SGD on
local data and offload model updates to the central server for aggregation to obtain a new global model.

(2) Oort [26]: develops a device selection strategy by profiling the device utility by taking into account both
statistical and system utilities.

(3) Pyramid [29]: builds upon Oort by additionally incorporating adaptive local training and model update
dropout to enable more refined device selection.

(4) FLAME [8]: modifies the time utility of Oort and introduces an energy utility to construct device utility.
To make a fair comparison, we provide FLAME results by considering its statistical and time utilities in our
experiments.

(5) HierFL [39] introduces a client-edge-cloud framework to achieve high communication efficiency by
optimizing two aggregation intervals, i.e., client-edge aggregation interval and edge-cloud aggregation
interval.
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(6) FedGS [35] capitalizes on naturally clustered factory devices, selectively choosing a subset of devices within
each factory. It then constructs homogeneous super nodes to establish an end-edge-cloud hierarchical FL
framework.

5.4 Hyperparameter Settings
Unless specified otherwise, our experiments are conducted with the settings described as follows. For baselines
and ShuffleFL, we set the number of communication rounds to 150, 300, 500, 200, and 300 for five datasets. The
minibatch size for local training is 16 in speech recognition and 32 in other applications. Each device performs 5
local training epochs. Note that for the hierarchical baselines, we maintain the same number of local iterations
with other methods while adjusting the frequency of both edge aggregation and server aggregation. The results
we report are based on using the optimal settings. We use Adam as the optimizer for local updates with a
learning rate of 0.001 and a momentum of 0.9. The user participation ratio in each round is set at 0.2. These
configurations are consistent with those reported in the literature [14, 26]. In addition, we align baselines with the
base model, training settings, and data configurations utilized in ShuffleFL for each application, while adhering
to hyperparameter settings provided by each baseline method except FLAME. Given that FLAME is purpose-built
for human activity recognition, we finetune its critical hyperparameters to ensure optimal performance when
extending to other applications. Details of this fine-tuning process can be found in Appendix A.1.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate ShuffleFL on four FL applications using two metrics:
1) Inference accuracy: defined as the model convergence accuracy learned through FL, evaluated on server-side
test dataset; 2) Time-to-accuracy: defined as the time consumption for FL training to reach the target accuracy.
Specifically, the target accuracy for each dataset is set to be achievable for all baselines. Our key results are:
• ShuffleFL outperforms various FL baselines, achieving an inference accuracy improvement of up to 5.28%,
4.63%, 5.75%, 2.81%, and 7.85% 1 across five datasets, respectively. Besides, ShuffleFL speeds up convergence
to a target accuracy. When we define the lowest final accuracy among baselines as the target accuracy,
ShuffleFL accelerates the convergence by up to 6.96×, 6.49×, 4.11×, 9.29×, and 36.56×. (Section 6.1)
• Each component of ShuffleFL matters. By jointly considering each key component, ShuffleFL can guarantee
the full exploration of data and system heterogeneity for each user and adapt to the various computing
abilities of gateways via complexity reduction along the data category. (Section 6.2)
• ShuffleFL achieves superior performance while maintaining robustness to varying sensitivity checking,
including the impact of the number of users selected in each round, the impact of different communication
capacities, and the impact of optimization complexity reduction along the data category. (Section 6.3)

6.1 Overall Performance
We evaluate the overall performance of ShuffleFL with six baselines on all five datasets.

ShuffleFL improves the time-to-accuracy performance. Figure 7 illustrates the evolving performance
of ShuffleFL and the baselines over time, with communication rounds fixed at 150, 300, 500, 200, and 300
for each dataset. We observe that ShuffleFL substantially reduces the total training time consumption in all
applications, outperforming six baselines by a large margin. Specifically, ShuffleFL demonstrates a training
efficiency improvement of at least 40.8%, 50.5%, 11.7%, 58.4%, and 63.3% respectively (as compared to the best-
performing baseline). These results confirm that the data shuffling scheme among the devices of users, as proposed
in this paper, effectively reallocates their data, computing, and communication resources, which greatly alleviates
1Unless stated otherwise, the accuracy improvements we report are calculated following the pairwise subtraction of global model inference
accuracy between shuffleFL and competing methods.
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Table 3. Overall performance of ShuffleFL (ours) against baselines across five datasets.We tease apart the overall improvement
with data (i.e., the final inference accuracy) and system ones (i.e., wall clock time and communication rounds to reach the
target accuracy.) Note that we set the target accuracy to be the highest achievable accuracy by all approaches. The best
performance in each dataset is marked in bold.

Dataset Baselines Metric Gains
Acc. Time Δ 𝐴𝑐𝑐. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑝

# 1 FEMNIST

FedAvg 84.38% 10.30h - -
Oort 86.03% 8.40h 1.65%↑ 1.23×
FLAME 87.08% 6.98h 2.70%↑ 1.48×
Pyramid 88.73% 5.75h 4.35%↑ 1.79×
HierFL 87.44% 7.51h 3.06%↑ 1.37×
FedGS 85.43% 12.47h 1.05%↑ 0.83×
Ours 89.66% 1.48h 5.28%↑ 6.96×

# 2 Shakespeare

FedAvg 46.05% 44.07h - -
Oort 46.56% 33.47h 0.51%↑ 1.32×
FLAME 47.13% 25.03h 1.08%↑ 1.76×
Pyramid 47.46% 17.91h 1.41%↑ 2.46×
HierFL 48.61% 15.95h 2.56%↑ 2.76×
FedGS 47.20% 38.03h 1.15%↑ 1.16×
Ours 50.68% 6.79h 4.63%↑ 6.49×

# 3 Google Speech

FedAvg 82.35% 20.45h - -
Oort 83.95% 15.62h 1.60%↑ 1.31×
FLAME 83.76% 13.63h 1.41%↑ 1.50×
Pyramid 84.66% 11.15h 2.31%↑ 1.83×
HierFL 83.39% 15.07h 1.04%↑ 1.01×
FedGS 84.05% 17.08h 1.70%↑ 1.20×
Ours 88.10% 4.97h 5.75%↑ 4.11×

# 4 HARBox

FedAvg 76.40% 7.71h - -
Oort 78.16% 3.97h 1.76%↑ 1.94×
FLAME 77.80% 2.54h 1.40%↑ 3.04×
Pyramid 78.56% 2.01h 2.16%↑ 3.84×
HierFL 78.44% 5.86h 2.04%↑ 1.32×
FedGS 77.09% 10.11h 0.69%↑ 0.76×
Ours 79.21% 0.83h 2.81%↑ 9.29×

# 4 RealWorld

FedAvg 57.77% 16.45h - -
Oort 59.22% 4.67h 1.45%↑ 3.52×
FLAME 59.58% 5.21h 1.81%↑ 3.16×
Pyramid 60.86% 3.50h 3.09%↑ 4.70×
HierFL 60.39% 2.68h 2.62%↑ 6.14×
FedGS 59.12% 2.71h 1.35%↑ 6.07×
Ours 65.62% 0.45h 7.85%↑ 36.56×
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Fig. 7. The time-to-accuracy on different datasets. Triangles of distinct colors represent the total training time for each
method during communication rounds of 150, 300, 500, 200, and 300 for the respective datasets.

the straggler issue of FL in the heterogeneous environment. Besides, Table 3 shows the training time consumption
needed to converge to the corresponding target accuracy, i.e., the highest achievable accuracy by all baselines,
which turns out to be FedAvg accuracy. ShuffleFL reaches the target accuracy 6.96×, 6.49×, 4.11×, 9.29×, 36.56×
faster for each dataset. Given that the data distribution of users in the HARBox and RealWorld datasets is low
non-IID, indicating a relatively balanced data distribution [8, 29], there is ample room for data shuffling among
devices to address data imbalance and expedite model training. As a result, the most significant speedup, reaching
9.29× and 36.56×, is observed on the HARBox and RealWorld datasets. This finding is consistent with the above-
mentioned speedup results of the overall training time. Additionally, in the evaluation of time-to-accuracy (i.e.,
time consumption when reaching target accuracy), comparing ShuffleFL with other baselines reveals that Oort
requires additional time ranging from 3.14× to 10.39×, FLAME demands 3.06× to 11.57× more time, Pyramid
needs 2.25× to 7.78× more time, HierFL requires 2.35× to 7.04× more time and FedGS needs 3.43× to 12.22×
more time. Besides, it can be observed that FedGS tends to demonstrate higher time consumption when compared
to other methods. This is attributed to FedGS performing edge aggregation for each mini-batch iteration, leading
to a significant training latency due to the constrained volume of training data for each communication round.
ShuffleFL improves the final model accuracy. When fixing the communication rounds, ShuffleFL demon-

strates improvements in inference accuracy compared to FedAvg by 5.28%, 4.63%, 5.75%, 2.81%, and 7.85% on
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Table 4. ShuffleFL improves the efficacy by two pivotal components: the time balance in device-user and the adaptive scaling
guided from the server-user global view, alleviating the device straggler issue and user straggler issue.

Baselines #1 FEMNIST #2 Shakespeare #3 Speech #4 HARBox #4 RealWorld
Δ 𝐴𝑐𝑐. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑. Δ 𝐴𝑐𝑐. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑. Δ 𝐴𝑐𝑐. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑. Δ 𝐴𝑐𝑐. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑. Δ 𝐴𝑐𝑐. 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑.

w/o time balance 5.63%↑ 3.90× 5.05%↑ 4.29× 6.27%↑ 2.98× 3.06%↑ 5.28× 7.47%↑ 24.19×
w/o adaptive scaling 2.77%↑ 6.56× 3.75%↑ 4.77× 4.47%↑ 3.37× 1.89%↑ 5.59× 4.90%↑ 33.57×

FEMNIST, Shakespeare, Google Speech, HARBox, and RealWorld, respectively. The extent of enhancement in
inference accuracy is intricately tied to the prevailing data distribution. By providing the most diverse data
distribution (Figure 6b) and the large scale of devices (Table 1), the most substantial improvement in accuracy is
observed at 7.85% on the RealWorld dataset. The rationale lies in the great potential of devices with high non-IID
to benefit from a relatively balanced data distribution through data shuffling, thereby alleviating the performance
degradation induced by data imbalance. In contrast, ShuffleFL achieves marginal accuracy improvements in the
HARBox. This phenomenon is likely attributed to the inherent simplicity of the dataset, characterized by a 5-class
classification task and the absence of diverse data collected from multiple devices placed in different positions, as
observed in the RealWorld dataset. This undoubtedly diminishes the task’s complexity, mitigating the negative
impact of data heterogeneity on model performance. Consequently, there is limited scope for ShuffleFL to enhance
inference accuracy. Compared with other baselines, ShuffleFL increases the inference accuracy by up to 4.23%,
4.12%, 4.71%, 2.12%, and 6.5% across five datasets. We argue that these comparison methods struggle to address
the global model bias from non-IID data, while ShuffleFL excels in harmonizing data across devices, achieving a
balanced distribution, and significantly enhancing the performance of the global model.

6.2 Ablation Study
Here, we implement two breakdown versions of ShuffleFL to evaluate and understand the effectiveness of each
key component incorporated in ShuffleFL. To avoid redundancy, we only report results for two baselines: the
classic Federated Learning method, FedAvg, and the top-performing baseline, Pyramid.

• ShuffleFL w/o time balance. We remove the time balance term std{𝑆𝐿} in the optimization objective (see
Equation (7)), which is responsible for balancing the time consumption variance among devices. As such,
this adjustment prevents the model from effectively addressing the device straggler issue.
• ShuffleFL w/o adaptive scaling.We disable the adaptive scaling that aims to balance the reduction of
data imbalance and system latency among devices from a global perspective. To this end, ShuffleFL neglects
the dramatically varying time consumed by different users, leading to overfitting in terms of system latency
reduction in front-runner users and underfitting for user stragglers.

ShuffleFL greatly relieves the device stragglers issue by incorporating time balance as an optimiza-
tion term. Table 4 illustrates the accuracy improvement and time consumption reduction achieved by ShuffleFL
without adding the time balance constraint for data shuffling among devices, as they reach the corresponding
target accuracy. For all four application scenarios, the observed speedup in time is 3.90×, 4.29×, 2.98×, 5.28×, and
24.19× respectively. Checking the wall clock time in Figures 8c, 9c, 10c, 11c, 12c, ShuffleFL without time balance
(shown in blue) still outperforms both FedAvg (in red) and Pyramid (in purple) but falls short of the complete
ShuffleFL (shown in green). Final accuracy results, as depicted in Figures 8b to 12b, indicate that ShuffleFL without
time balance achieves the highest accuracy across five datasets. This outcome is attributed to the relaxation of
system latency reduction requirements, allowing for more flexibility in optimizing data imbalance.
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Fig. 8. The ablation study of ShuffleFL on the FEMNIST dataset. Wall clock time indicates the time consumption when
reaching the target accuracy.
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Fig. 9. The ablation study of ShuffleFL on the Shakespeare dataset. Wall clock time indicates the time consumption when
reaching the target accuracy.

ShuffleFL employs an adaptive scaling factor to globally balance data and system heterogeneity,
mitigating user straggler issues and enhancing performance. To demonstrate the impact of our adaptive
scaling on model performance, Table 4 presents the improvement achieved by ShuffleFL without adaptive scaling
compared to FedAvg. The wall clock time notably decreases by up to 6, 56×, 4.77×, 3.37×, 5.59×, and 33.57× across
five datasets, which is attributed to the inclusion of the time balance component. However, as depicted in Figures 8b
to 12b, there is a severe degradation in inference accuracy. Taking Figure 8b on the FEMNIST dataset as an
example, ShuffleFL without adaptive scaling exhibits an improvement in inference accuracy compared to FedAvg
by 2.77%. Nevertheless, the inference accuracy is 1.5% lower than that of the best-performing baseline, Pyramid,
and significantly trails behind the performance achieved by the complete ShuffleFL (2.5% decrease). While this
ShuffleFL without adaptive scaling effectively addresses the device straggler issue, it tends to overly prioritize
inter-user optimization, neglecting the time consumption imbalance among users. Therefore, the tendency towards
excessive inter-user optimization often leads to an overemphasis on system latency optimization for front-runner
users, while insufficient attention is directed towards reducing system latency for user stragglers from a global
perspective. Only through the integration of inter-user and intra-user perspectives can improvements be achieved
that simultaneously and effectively address both data and system heterogeneity. By providing a global perspective
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Fig. 10. The ablation study of ShuffleFL on the Google Speech dataset. Wall clock time indicates the time consumption when
reaching the target accuracy.
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Fig. 11. The ablation study of ShuffleFL on the HARBox dataset. Wall clock time indicates the time consumption when
reaching the target accuracy.
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Fig. 12. The ablation study of ShuffleFL on the RealWorld dataset. Wall clock time indicates the time consumption when
reaching the target accuracy.
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Fig. 13. The performance of ShuffleFL across varying numbers of users (i.e., |U𝑛 |) on the FEMNIST dataset.

to individual users, front-runners can prioritize enhancing data heterogeneity, while stragglers can focus on
optimizing system latency to improve overall performance

6.3 Robustness and Sensitivity Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the robustness and sensitivity of ShuffleFL under varying active user numbers
participating in each round, diverse communication capacities, and different shrinkage ratios.
Varying active user numbers (i.e., |U𝑛 |) in each round.We assess the performance of ShuffleFL on the

FEMNIST dataset across varying scales of participants in each round. Specifically, we vary the number of
participating users from 10 to 100 to compare the model performance with the baselines. As shown in Figure 13a,
the inference accuracy of all methods exhibits an upward trend as the number of participating users increases.
ShuffleFL remains robust under different participation ratios and consistently outperforms the other four baselines.
Figure 13b showcases the total time cost when the global model reaches the target accuracy with the varying
number of participating users. We notice that, for the baselines, the wall clock time significantly increases as more
users are involved, which is attributed to the heightened diverse data and system heterogeneity among devices,
leading to more severe straggler issues. However, it appears that the training time of the ShuffleFL approach
does not increase with the involvement of more users. The reasons for the counterintuitive performance are
two-fold: 1) as more users participate in the federated learning task, the volume of training data in a single
round increases, which speeds up the convergence of the global model. Consequently, the model requires fewer
communication rounds to reach the target accuracy; 2) the objective function with scaling factor 𝛼𝑢 in ShuffleFL
is designed to balance system latency (SL) and data imbalance (DI). With an increasing number of users, the
framework tends to prioritize minimizing system latency. This shift in focus is evidenced by the slight drop in
final top-1 accuracy when the number of active users increases from 80 to 100, as depicted in Figure 13a. ShuffleFL
consistently achieves a very low time cost, even with a slight increase as the number of participating users grows.
The results demonstrate the robustness and superiority of ShuffleFL with varying active user numbers.

Varying communication capacities. Communication time introduced by data shuffling necessitates the
investigation on the efficacy of ShuffleFL in scenarios where data shuffling incurs substantial costs, such as
transferring high-resolution images. Bringing down the overall communication capabilities of devices imposes an
equivalent effect as transferring large-sized raw data, therefore, we systematically vary the base communication
bandwidths to approximate such conditions. As shown in Figure 14, we explore three additional scenarios by
attenuating the initial base communication capacity (Figure 6d) to 0.1×, 0.01×, and 0.005×. We observe that
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Fig. 14. ShuffleFL shows the superior performance across different communication capacities on the FEMNIST dataset. We
additionally consider the other three different levels of communication overheads for our ShuffleFL.

the time latency achieving the target accuracy rises as the reducing communication bandwidths, accompanied
by a slight decrease in inference accuracy. However, ShuffleFL still far exceeds the performance of baselines
on both metrics. These results reveal that in heterogeneous device-user-server FL applications, despite the
additional communication overhead introduced by data exchange, the harmonization of data, communication,
and computation resources still provides a clear advantage in promoting FL efficiency.
Additionally, Figure 14 also provides a detailed breakdown of the time consumption required to achieve the

target accuracy (defined as the best accuracy obtained by FedAvg) into three components: computing time,
communication time, and optimization time. The system communication costs are recorded as follows: 0.14
hours for FedAvg, 0.09 hours for Oort, 0.08 hours for FLAME, 0.06 hours for Pyramid, 0.14 hours for HierFL, 0.18
hours for FedGS, and 0.04 hours for ShuffleFL. Despite the additional communication overhead incurred by data
shuffling, communication overhead in ShuffleFL is relatively low since training on the shuffled local data speeds
up the global model convergence, as a result, ShuffleFL takes fewer communication rounds to reach the target
accuracy. For example, FedAvg needs 91 rounds whereas ShuffleFL achieves the same result in only 29 rounds.
Upon reducing the communication capability to 0.1×, 0.01×, and 0.005×, we observe that the communication
time of ShuffleFL becomes a more significant component of the total latency. However, ShuffleFL consistently
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Fig. 15. A case study about the performance of ShuffleFL whether using the optimization complexity reduction along the
data category on the Google Speech dataset. Regarding ShuffleFL with reduction, we employ four shrinkage ratios — 0.20,
0.25, 0.30, 0.35 — to simulate the diverse ratios adopted by different users with varying computing capacities.

achieves the target accuracy with minimal time latency, even when the overall bandwidth is reduced to as low as
0.005× the reference bandwidth. This is attributed to two factors: 1) the number of rounds for ShuffleFL to the
target accuracy shows marginal changes, i.e., 33 rounds, 32 rounds, and 32 rounds for communication capabilities
reduced to 0.1×, 0.01×, and 0.005×, respectively; 2) data shuffling also improves the consistency between the
computing power and training task of devices, thereby bringing down the overall computational time latency,
especially for devices with limited computing budget, often referred to as stragglers.

Varying shrinkage ratios. Applying shrinkage to the data category dimension inevitably introduces bias in
the evaluation metric (i.e., JS divergence) for data imbalance. To investigate the trade-off between the optimization
time cost and model performance, we conduct a case study on the Google Speech dataset, analyzing the impact
of different shrinkage ratios. In this case, data from 20 users is used, involving 3-5 devices per user, totaling 80
devices. This setup is motivated by the fact that the optimization time, without optimization complexity reduction,
becomes excessively large, hindering training progress. To this end, we perform a small-scale FL on the Google
Speech dataset with a relatively low number of data categories (35 classes). From Figure 15, we can see that
ShuffleFL outperforms other baselines on both metrics, regardless of the utilization of reduction. Specifically,
ShuffleFL with reduction exhibits a 1.2% decrease in inference accuracy while achieving a total training time
speedup of 1.26× (decreasing from 5.27 hours to 4.19 hours) and a time consumption reduction of 1.56× (decreasing
from 0.64 hours to 0.41 hours) when reaching the target accuracy, compared to ShuffleFL without reduction. We
believe that the advantages of ShuffleFL with reduction in reducing time overhead will become more pronounced
when extended to general large-scale scenarios. These results reveal that the optimization complexity reduction
strategy proposed in this paper can significantly reduce the time overhead, albeit at a slight cost to accuracy.

To detail the impact of different shrinkage ratios, Figure 16 shows that as the shrinkage ratio increases, both the
inference accuracy and the time required to complete a fixed number of rounds for ShuffleFL increase. Specifically,
the inference accuracy reaches 65.28%, 65.68%, 66.93%, and 68.31% across shrinkage ratios of 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35,
while total training time (in the light blue bar) is 3.62 hours, 3.96 hours, 4.49 hours, and 4.63 hours, respectively.
Time consumption to achieve the target accuracy is determined by changes in both time and accuracy caused by
different shrinkage ratios, and there is no clear pattern to illustrate their relationship. For example, with 𝛾 = 1
(indicating no reduction), the time cost is 0.64 hours, slightly higher than 𝛾 = 0.35 with 0.57 hours due to the
fewer rounds needed for ShuffleFL without reduction to reach the target accuracy. However, for any shrinkage
ratio, the time required is less than that when there is no optimization complexity reduction.
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Fig. 16. The performance of ShuffleFL on Google Speech dataset using varying shrinkage ratios (𝛾 ). A shrinkage ratio of 1
denotes no reduction applied. The deep blue bars illustrate the wall clock time to achieve the target accuracy, while the light
blue bars represent the total time taken to complete a fixed number of communication rounds (i.e., 500 rounds).

7 RELATED WORK
Federated Learning [41] is an emerging privacy-preserving learning paradigm that only requires devices to
upload their model updates for collaborative learning, without sharing their local data during the FL training
process. The inherent disparity in computing capabilities and data distributions among devices makes FL difficult
to obtain a high-quality global model within a limited time, especially with the growing involvement of edge
devices. Specifically, intra-device inconsistency between computing resources and sensing capacity (system
heterogeneity) inevitably introduces the straggler issue, leading to degradation in FL training efficiency. The
inter-device data distribution inconsistency (data heterogeneity) further exacerbates FL, resulting in a significant
accuracy decrease.

To abate the impact of data heterogeneity, some methods [2, 12, 22, 30–33, 57] have been proposed to reduce the
variance of local updates. For example, FedProx [32] narrows the gap between the global model and local updates
by introducing a proximal term into the local loss function. Scaffold [22] corrects client drift with a control
gradient variate. Moon [30] proposes to leverage the similarity between model representations to regularize the
local training of clients. FedDC [12] dynamically bridges the gap between the local model and the global model
with the learned local drift variable. FedDyn [2] introduces the linear and quadratic penalty terms to correct the
clients’ objectives during local training. Following the idea of reweighing the local updates during the server
aggregation, existing work [16, 44, 47, 54, 55] proposed to redesign the global model aggregation to mitigate
the objective inconsistency among clients. FedAvgM [16] adds momentum when updating the global model to
dampen oscillations caused by the sparse distribution across local data. DynaFed [44] leverages the dynamics of
the global model’s trajectory to guide global model aggregation. Clustering-based methods [4, 34, 43, 49] group
clients according to the similarity of their model parameters. ClusterFL [43] captures the intrinsic clustering
patterns among clients by measuring the similarity of client models. [49] proposes a clustered multi-task federated
learning on heterogeneous data. In our work, ShuffleFL addresses data heterogeneity by focusing on improving
the data distribution among devices, achieved by data shuffling in a device-user-server structured FL.
In addressing system heterogeneity issues, recent research [10, 15, 27, 28] has proposed accommodating

local models to varying system capacities, which differs from the conventional FL framework where all clients
share the same model architectures. HeteroFL [10] allows heterogeneous clients to select fixed subsets of global
parameters with minimal modification to current FL frameworks. FedMask [28] learns a heterogeneous binary
mask while freezing the parameters of the local model. FjORD [15] alleviates the problem of client system
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heterogeneity by tailoring the model width to the client’s capabilities. Hwamei [45] proposes a synchronous
hierarchical FL scheme, utilizing deep reinforcement learning to allocate aggregation frequencies of cloud
and edge serve dynamically. HierFL [39] introduces a client-edge-cloud framework and optimizes client-edge
aggregation interval and edge-cloud aggregation interval to achieve high communication efficiency. FedGS [35]
takes advantage of naturally clustered factory devices to select a subset of devices within each factory and builds
homogeneous nodes to construct an end-edge-cloud hierarchical FL framework. Besides, device selection-based
methods [8, 17, 26, 29, 42, 48, 62] have drawn an increasing amount of attention in FL in response to challenges
arising from heterogeneous data distribution and systems. Seminal work [26] and [29] proposed to guide the client
selection in each round based on the data distribution and computational efficiency of local clients, which yield
superior time-to-accuracy performance than random selection. Work can also be found on reducing the negative
impact on training efficacy caused by random client selection criteria. [48] adjusts the client training data by
selecting local samples with high statistical utility, thereby enabling clients with various computing resources to
complete local training before the same deadline. [42] estimate the time consumption by the resource information
reported from each client and select as many clients as possible that would complete the current round within a
certain deadline. FedMarl [62] builds the decision environment to execute client selection by jointly optimizing
model accuracy, processing latency, and communication efficiency based on multi-agent reinforcement learning.
FLAME [8] proposes a user-centered federated framework that enables multiple mobile devices to participate in
local model training based on a device selection algorithm using energy-efficient consideration. ContextFL [17]
selects the participants by combining current and predicted network states to improve the stability and reliability
of the federated learning training for edge computing. Our work solves the straggler issue in heterogeneous
systems by dynamically optimizing the alignment of local data with the computing capabilities of each device.

8 DISCUSSION
The privacy relaxation in ShuffleFL, allowing data shuffling amongst the devices belonging to the same user or
within the same group, enhances the alignment between computational capabilities and training sample volumes
on devices, as well as the balance of local data distribution. We have shown through extensive evaluations that
ShuffleFL can significantly improve both system efficiency and data efficiency in FL. However, there are some
limitations in the current design of ShuffleFL, which could be improved in future works.
Limited number of users. The constraint of having only 100-250 users across different datasets in our

experiments is due to the computational complexity and dataset size. The local training runs on the NVIDIA
A10 GPU. The computational complexity escalates as the number of users increases, particularly in the context
that each user has several devices. Another limiting factor is the dataset size. Each of the datasets is inherently
partitioned by the individuals. We assign samples to users by individuals in the dataset and then divide user data
into affiliated devices without replacement. For instance, in the HARBox dataset, which comprises data from 121
individuals, we use the data from 100 individuals for training (i.e., data assigned to users) and the remaining 21 for
testing (i.e., data residing in the central server for evaluating the global model performance), thereby the number
of users is limited to 100 for the HARBox dataset. In the case of the other datasets (FEMNIST, Shakespeare, and
Google Speech), despite having a larger number of participants, we have to sample the individuals with sufficient
samples as users. This ensures that each device within a user has an adequate subset of local samples, as a limited
size of training data could potentially lead to a degradation in global model performance.
Concept of user-layer. The rationale behind the ‘user layer’ in ShuffleFL lies in providing a trust zone for

inter-device data shuffling, thereby relaxing the constraint of taking all devices as data silos. In this way, the
definition of users shows flexibility, which can be understood in a broader sense. For example, the ‘user’ could
represent an individual owning multiple devices, or a local network (e.g., wireless sensor networks) where a
group of nodes monitors and records the environmental conditions. This broader interpretation of the ‘user’
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significantly extends the applicability of ShuffleFL beyond the conventional understanding of individual users.
Adhering to this user concept, it is clear that ShuffleFL imposes the same privacy constraints on the user layer
from the perspective of the central server where data exchange among users is not allowed. Therefore, the data
distribution of users remains unchanged in the ShuffleFL framework. Note that the objectives of intra-user data
shuffling and inter-user optimization are different: the intra-user data shuffling balances the data residing on
devices of the same user without breaching privacy; the inter-user optimization, detailed in Section 4.3, focuses
on alleviating system heterogeneity across users by trading off the importance of data imbalance and system
latency during the intra-user data shuffling.

Practicality of privacy relaxation. Compared to the conventional FL, our ShuffleFL involves the exchange of
raw data across devices belonging to the same users, whichmay pose privacy risks, especially if the communication
link is compromised. Our approach introduces the concept of the ‘user layer’ to define a logical and practicable
scope for local data sharing among multi-device affiliations. These devices, such as iPhones and iWatches
belonging to the same user, are generally equipped with robust privacy protection mechanisms. This inherent
security in device ecosystems provides a layer of safety for data exchange. Furthermore, the privacy guarantees
typically employed in conventional FL, such as differential privacy or encryption methods, are also applicable
and effective in the ShuffleFL context.

Communication overheads reduction. One notable challenge introduced by the characteristics of ShuffleFL
is the unavoidable increase in communication overhead. As we illustrate in Figure 14, the overall time consumption
becomes larger with the overall bandwidth decreasing. To cope with this problem, a potential avenue for future
research involves incorporating a penalty term before 𝑡comm in Equation (4) when calculating the system latency.
This modification aims to mitigate the impact of increased communication overhead on the overall system
efficiency. An alternative approach to reduce communication overhead is to enhance the efficiency of transferred
samples by selectively exchanging data instances with high influences on model training. This strategy may
entail leveraging the eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) methods [23, 37] for importance sampling.
Hybrid hierarchical FL framework. The practicability of ShuffleFL benefits from two key aspects of

compatibility with both common two-layer frameworks and other SOTA methods. Firstly, ShuffleFL is designed
to accommodate not just scenarios where devices are directly affiliated with a user, but also hybrid situations
where some devices may not share a trust zone for data exchange. In these cases, ShuffleFL remains compatible
with the conventional device-server framework, allowing for model aggregation from both users and unaffiliated
devices. The hybrid scenarios also necessitate the exploration of an asynchronous aggregation scheme [7, 59, 65]
where the central server aggregates model updates as long as users/edge servers upload them. This asynchronous
approach could provide a solution to challenges posed by individual devices outside the user-device scenario.
Secondly, ShuffleFL shows adaptability to existing methods that address heterogeneity issues by enhancing local
training, update offloading, and model aggregation.

9 CONCLUSION
The incongruity of computing power and training data residing on the devices, coupled with the non-IID local
data amongst devices, pose significant obstacles to achieving high time-to-accuracy performance in the federation
training. This paper introduces the ShuffleFL, wherein devices are allowed to exchange local samples within
the same user group. This relaxation of privacy constraints results in local data exhibiting significant alignment
with device computing power, fostering a more balanced distribution. Consequently, ShuffleFL brings notable
improvements in reducing the total wall-clock time required for training and the global model accuracy. To this
end, we formulate the shuffling process with the transition matrices as an optimization problem. The optimization
objectives are designed to minimize local data imbalance and the training latency of devices concurrently. Going
beyond the intra-user optimization, we also strive to balance wall clock training time between users when
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designing the optimization objective, further reducing overall training latency while improving global model
accuracy. Evaluation based on realistic device profiles from the testbed corroborates the efficacy of ShuffleFL.
Our investigation of data shuffling in the hierarchical FL framework provides a viable solution to enhance the
time-to-accuracy performance of the FL system from the root, offering tangible evidence of the benefits it brings
to ubiquitous computing applications.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Hyperparameter Tuning of FLAME
FLAME [8], as one of the baselines selected in this paper, is originally developed for IMU data. To report a more
fair comparison, we conduct a grid search for the straggler penalty factor 𝛼 (adopted in FLAME) to identify the
optimal value when extending its application to other domains, including image classification, natural language
processing, and speech recognition. Lower 𝛼 will penalize slow clients more. The rationale behind fine-tuning
this factor lies in its crucial role as a hyperparameter that balances data utility and system utility of devices, which
directly influences the overall performance of the global model, on both final accuracy and time-to-accuracy. As
shown in Figure 17, we report the final accuracy and time consumption when reaching target accuracy within
150 communication rounds, considering variations in the straggler penalty parameter 𝛼 ranging from 0.1 to 1.0.
Taking into account both the accuracy and efficiency of the model, we select 𝛼 values of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.8 for these
three application scenarios, respectively.
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Fig. 17. The performance of FLAME across varying client straggler penalty factors on the FEMNIST, Shakespeare, and Google
Speech datasets.

A.2 The Detailed Processing of RealWorld Dataset
To assess the effectiveness of ShuffleFL in handling data inconsistency, specifically non-IID input spaces introduced
by different devices, we employ a real-world multi-device dataset RealWorld [50] for human activity recognition.
RealWorld includes motion data from 15 participants engaged in 8 activities: jumping, lying, standing, sitting,
running, walking, climbing down, and climbing up. For each activity, it records simultaneously the accelerometer
and gyroscope data from 7 body placements, including the chest, forearm, head, shin, thigh, upper arm, and waist,
at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. Each participant performed each activity for roughly 10 minutes except for jumping
due to the physical exertion (1.7 minutes). A sliding window of 2 seconds with a 2-second step is employed to
generate a 600-dimensional feature for all 215,038 samples. Figure 18 illustrates the data distribution of each user
(Figure 18a) and their devices (Figure 18b). It can be observed that the inherent experimental setup results in both
user and device data distributions being IID, which does not accurately reflect real-world scenarios. To replicate a
realistic data distribution, we expand one user into three users using a Dirichlet distribution with the parameter
𝜇=0.5. To be more specific, we partition the data collected from each of the 7 different device placements within
one user based on a Dirichlet distribution into 3 sets. These sets from 7 devices constitute 3 users with non-IID
data distributions. After that, we can obtain 45 users. Besides, the adoption of a 2-second sliding window with a
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Fig. 18. The data (class) distribution of RealWorld dataset across varying users and their devices.
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Fig. 19. The data (class) distribution after partitioning the RealWorld dataset across varying users and their devices.

step size of 2 seconds prevents data overlap within the data samples across different users. Figure 19 shows the
data distribution after performing such partitioning.

A.3 Optimization Time Consumed by Various Embedded Processors
In this section, we present the exact shrinkage ratios for each dataset used in our experiments (Table 5). Addition-
ally, we offer detailed optimization time measurements obtained from real embedded devices, catering to various
user types with varying device volumes (Tables 6–9).
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Table 5. The shrinkage ratio 𝛾 for each processor profile across three complicated tasks involved in our experiments.

User Type # 1 FEMNIST # 2 Shakespeare # 3 Google Speech

Raspberry Pi 4 (Model B) 0.25 0.20 0.35

Jetson Nano Mode 1 0.10 0.10 0.20
Mode 2 0.10 0.10 0.20

Jetson TX2 Mode 1 0.15 0.125 0.25
Mode 2 0.15 0.125 0.25

Jetson AGX Xavier Mode 1 0.25 0.20 0.35
Mode 2 0.20 0.15 0.30

Table 6. Optimization time consumption (in seconds) of different processor profiles for users owning 3 devices across four
datasets from different scenarios.

User Type #1 FEMNIST #2 Shakespeare #3 Google Speech #4 HARBox
w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o

Raspberry Pi 4 (Model B) 7.56 25.24 4.06 65.68 5.40 20.25 4.35

Jetson Nano Mode 1 6.05 239.02 4.77 240.41 4.85 69.92 5.72
Mode 2 9.40 305.87 7.67 829.14 10.16 129.17 9.59

Jetson TX2 Mode 1 4.34 51.64 4.07 135.62 5.11 52.38 3.02
Mode 2 8.34 245.77 9.08 625.10 7.14 73.32 5.33

Jetson Xavier NX Mode 1 3.36 22.49 3.84 37.03 4.54 7.80 2.70
Mode 2 5.06 35.89 4.57 107.66 7.49 29.20 3.50

Table 7. Optimization time consumption (in seconds) of different processor profiles for users owning 4 devices across four
datasets from different scenarios.

User Type #1 FEMNIST #2 Shakespeare #3 Google Speech #4 HARBox
w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o

Raspberry Pi 4 (Model B) 13.63 1353.06 12.85 500.82 15.10 60.08 8.24

Jetson Nano Mode 1 18.93 2159.08 13.68 994.04 17.05 260.99 13.24
Mode 2 29.33 3050.94 26.10 1573.03 24.49 453.31 19.41

Jetson TX2 Mode 1 13.18 1548.95 17.68 799.27 15.24 195.09 10.42
Mode 2 23.12 2524.30 23.38 1132.73 20.57 486.84 16.05

Jetson Xavier NX Mode 1 9.07 209.06 12.56 486.08 11.94 56.31 7.17
Mode 2 10.85 1498.59 21.38 623.84 12.93 167.66 8.87
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Table 8. Optimization time consumption (in seconds) of different processor profiles for users owning 5 devices across four
datasets from different scenarios.

User Type #1 FEMNIST #2 Shakespeare #3 Google Speech #4 HARBox
w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o

Raspberry Pi 4 (Model B) 29.98 3693.89 26.85 2066.64 26.93 246.37 17.09

Jetson Nano Mode 1 33.79 4785.39 31.95 3068.35 30.18 1220.90 28.04
Mode 2 56.35 9875.78 66.93 4964.06 44.47 2111.91 44.48

Jetson TX2 Mode 1 30.72 4103.72 30.50 3048.65 19.69 943.78 21.83
Mode 2 44.83 6460.34 60.54 3522.68 35.95 1506.74 35.94

Jetson Xavier NX Mode 1 17.86 2583.75 30.13 1612.25 13.28 160.70 15.83
Mode 2 24.54 3988.52 34.90 2448.82 28.94 449.16 19.23

Table 9. Optimization time consumption (in seconds) of different processor profiles for users owning 6 devices across four
datasets from different scenarios.

User Type #1 FEMNIST #2 Shakespeare #3 Google Speech

w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o w/ reduction w/o

Raspberry Pi 4 (Model B) 63.60 11718.22 56.88 10059.33 48.62 1899.56

Jetson Nano Mode 1 69.91 19256.10 73.01 13564.07 63.56 3683.57
Mode 2 96.03 42039.11 95.48 38270.15 78.07 5446.48

Jetson TX2 Mode 1 62.34 18119.44 67.42 12728.67 54.97 3669.90
Mode 2 99.71 28600.39 85.36 18645.53 75.94 4169.65

Jetson Xavier NX Mode 1 48.78 11572.61 55.29 8726.23 43.28 759.64
Mode 2 58.47 13212.79 64.31 10080.24 57.65 2248.08

Table 10. Optimization time consumption (in seconds) without performing complexity reduction for users from the RealWorld
dataset. Each user has 7 devices.

User Type Raspberry Pi 4B Jetson Nano Jetson TX2 Jetson Xavier NX

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 2

# Realworld 25.26 41.51 53.60 30.05 49.47 16.20 35.54
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